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COMPACT OPERATORS IN THE ALGEBRA GENERATED BY
ESSENTIALLY UNITARY CQ OPERATORSl

ERIC A. NORDGREN

ABSTRACT.   It will be shown that the compact operators in the

weakly closed algebra generated by an essentially unitary  C     con-

traction are weakly dense in the algebra.   The result implies the

extension of a double dual theorem of Kriete, Moore and Page and

yields a partial answer to a question on reductive algebras raised

by Rosenthal.

A contraction  T on a separable Hilbert space is called essentially uni-

tary in case both  1 — iT and 1 ~ Ti     ate compact.   A technique, based on

Muhly's characterization [6] of compact operators commuting with a  C0(.   op-

erator, was introduced in [5] for showing that the weakly closed algebra  'S.j.

generated by an essentially unitary  C    contraction  T and the identity con-

tains nonzero compact operators.   That technique will be used here to show

that the identity, and hence every operator in  21^,, is in fact the weak limit

of a sequence of compact operators in  <Xj..   Two consequences of this result

are to be derived.

Kriete, Moore and Page [4] showed that if  T is the compression of a

simple shift operator to the orthogonal complement of one of its nontrivial

invariant subspaces, then the commutant  'ü'  of  T may be identified with the

second dual of the Banach space of compact operators in  3Lr.   (Actually

their theorem is more general as it deals with intertwining operators between

pairs of such compressions.)   Since a compression of the simple shift to the

orthogonal complement of one of its nontrivial invariant subspaces isa C operator

(see [9]) whose defect operators are rank one, we see that the result of Kriete,

Moore and Page is a special case of Corollary 1 below in which  T is merely

required to be an essentially unitary  C    contraction.   Thus, as they conjec-

tured, considerable generalization of their result is possible.
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Rosenthal studies several questions related to the reductive algebra

problem (see [7]) in [8], and among other things obtains the result that if a

compact operator commutes with a reductive algebra, then its adjoint does

also.   He raises the question of which operators besides compact ones have

this property and asks in particular if parts of finite-multiplicity backwards

shifts have this property.   For  C„   operators Corollary 3 goes beyond this

somewhat and shows that essentially unitary  C„   operators have this property.

Theorem.   // T is an essentially unitary  C.   operator, then the weakly

closed algebra generated by T and the identity contains a sequence of com-

pact operators that converges weakly to the identity.

Proof.   Let T be an essentially unitary  CQ  contraction, and let 2IT be

the smallest weakly closed algebra that contains  T and the identity.   As

usual, mT is the minimal function of  T, i.e. the greatest common inner divi-

sor of the set of functions  cp in  H"0  such that  <tj(T) = 0.   It is shown in [5]

(see the proof of Theorem 1) that if y is an inner divisor of mj. whose

closed support  K on the unit circle T has Lebesgue measure zero, if ifj is

an outer function that is continuous (on T) and vanishes on  K, and if (f> =

ifimT/y, then  (f>iT) is compact.   We will produce a bounded sequence of such

functions  rp    that converges to   1  at each point of the open unit disc  D.

Then each  <p  (7*) is compact by the above, and  \(f> iT)\ converges weakly

to the identity operator (see [9, p. 114, Theorem III. 2.1. c ]).

Let  \a,\ be the sequence of zeros, repeated according to multiplicity,

of mT, and let v be the singular measure that determines the singular factor

of mT  (see [3, Chapter 5]).   If  F_   is a subset of T of Lebesgue measure

zero such that iXfJ = ¡XT), then by regularity of v, there exists a sequence

of compact subsets  K    of  F.   such that  lim        viK ) = i/(F J.   For each  n
r 77 0 77—.oo n 0

define a measure  v    on T by  v (F) = viF D K ), and let y    be the inner
77 '      n 72 ' n

function whose zeros are the first  n terms of ¡a, \ and whose singular factor

is determined by  v .   Thus  y    is continuous (even analytic) on  T\fC    [3,

p. 68].   It follows that  \y  \ converges to  7zzT  on  D, and hence  \mJ\y  \ con-

verges to   1.

To obtain  ifi    we will recall a portion of Fatou's construction of a

bounded analytic function on the disc that is continuous on the closed disc

and vanishes on a closed subset of T having Lebesgue measure zero.   In

[l, pp. 343—345] Fatou first constructs a nonnegative function  r/S  on an in-

terval such that  <p is continuously differentiable on the complement of a

closed set  E of Lebesgue measure zero and tends to infinity at each point
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of  E.    The function  cf> is also integrable, and it is easy to see that the first

few terms of the sequence  içA   j  from which  (f> is constructed can be modified

in order to make  /<p(x) dx smaller than any preassigned positive  e.   Taking

the Poisson integral  h of such a function  <p on  [0, 277], Fatou then obtains

a nonnegative harmonic function on  D  that has  rp as its radial limit func-

tion.   Further, by the differentiability of <tS on the complement of E, the har-

monic conjugate k of h satisfying kiO) = 0 has continuous radial limits at

all points  e"  with  / not in  E.    Thus if xfi = exp — ih + ik), then   yj is analytic

on D, continuous on D, and loglipHe2')! =-(f>it) for each t.   It follows that

ifjieu) = 0 if / £ E.

The above construction may be used to obtain  ip    vanishing on  K    and

such that   (log\ifj  | <^7zz > —l/n, where  ttz is normalized Lebesgue measure on

rtl
'o

used.)   If

T.   (Here is where the fact that fQn(f>it) dt can be made arbitrarily small is

Hx(eU) = ieU + z)/ieil - z),

then  H     is continuous on T  for each fixed  z in D, and it follows that
z

lim     /^logl-Aj   ¿777 = 0.
77—»oo

Consequently  lim ^^ </} (z) = 1, since  ifj (z) = expifH   log\ip  \ dm), and the

construction of \ifj  \ is complete.

Taking  cp    = xfj m~./y   , we obtain the required sequence, and the Theo-

rem is proved.

Let  T be an essentially unitary   C.  contraction, let  21™ be the smallest

weakly closed algebra of operators containing  T and the identity, let  21 '

be the commutant of  "■j-, and let S™  be the set of compact operators in  2IT.

A result of Gellar and Page [2] states that if there exists a sequence of com-

pact operators in the commutant of an operator A  that converges weakly to

the identity operator, then  21^  may be identified in a natural way with the

second dual of the Banach space of compact operators in  21 ..   Hence the

Theorem allows us to apply this result to obtain the following generalization

of the result of Kriete, Moore and Page:

Corollary 1.   The algebra 2I_  may be identified with the second dual of

the Banach space of compact operators in 51 i..

Corollary 2.   Every operator in 2I_  is a weak limit of a sequence of

compact operators in 2I_.
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Proof.   This follows immediately from the Theorem.

Corollary 3.   // T is an essentially unitary  C.   contraction in the corn-

mutant of a reductive algebra 21, then  T    is also in the commutant of 21.

Proof.   This follows from Corollary 2 since Rosenthal has shown [8] that

every compact operator has the property asserted for  T.    For if  T £ 21', then

2IT C 21', and by Rosenthal's result ffi* (={K*: K £ $Ti) C 21'.   It follows

that  2ITC 21', and in particular  T    £ 21'.
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